
Jane’s Story 
From training with Kevin to riding around 

Europe…  

 

 

For some today (September 27, 2018) is going to be just another day, to others a beautiful day but to me, 

today means the world. 

Today a year ago I was lucky enough to have met an amazing person, my motorbike instructor Kevin 

Guthrie. 

As I read Gregory's story earlier, about his experience with Kevin and the Ride Forever course I thought I 

would also like to share my story too… 

A year ago I was a complete beginner. I didn't know where or what the clutch was or even how to start a 

motorbike. Kevin's calm and friendly approach helped me overcome my fear or any worries I had.  

As the time passed and I had my lessons and attended my first Ride Forever Bronze course I knew I had 

made the right decision to call him. 

He talked about simple but such practical things. Like a simple head check can actually save your life. As I 

literally learned that on my ride few months later while riding in Europe.  

We practiced braking, stopping, learned our position on the road, how to be aware and have our 'safety 

bubble' around as. 'A motorcycle rider can never be as safe as a car driver'. 

We are after all just tiny gems on the road compared to cars. 

As it happened I passed my restricted license. I have become a confident rider thanks to Kevin but yet so 

eager to learn more and more every time I sit on my bike. 

I have done the Ride Forever Silver course and can't wait to sign up for it again. I recently returned from 

my trip to Europe where I got to ride Suzuki Savage 650 and safely done 1800 km in 6 weeks. 

I can only thank to my instructor, Kevin, who prepared me for all the obstacles I had to overcome.  

The dedication, professionalism and work ethics that he shows towards his students is truly amazing. He 

actually cares for the safety of us all. 

I am a mother of two young children and I get to safely enjoy all my rides in peace and quiet! :)  



Cause this is a piece of cake... just one phone call away to Kevin and a free course that can save your life. 

Here is a picture of me riding at my first motorcycle rally last month in Slovakia. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


